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Bio-ID Inspiration
Innovations in biomedical digital curation has emerged as a
critical topic to address sustainability of biological databases
and research resources.

What is digital curation?
Active management and preservation of digital resources over the
lifecycle of scholarly and scientific interest, and over time for
current and future generations of users 1

1 Lee, C., and Tibbo, H. (2007) Digital Curation and Trusted Repositories: Steps Toward
Success. Journal of Digital Information 8

The research cycle

Singhal et al., Database (Oxford). 2016 pii:baw161. doi: 10.1093/database/baw161

Efforts in many fronts
Aims to change scholarly communications through
the effective use of information technology
Semantically enhanced, media-rich digital publishing more powerful than
traditional print media or electronic copies of printed works
Groups working on:
-Resource standardization
-Data/software citation
-Attribution of contribution
-FAIR principles
Workshop on curation innovation (2016)
Discussed approaches for improving how data can
be found, accessed, integrated and reused
Workshop on Biocuration and the Research Life Cycle: Advances and
Challenges (2017). Discussed major advances and challenges in the
biocuration workflow in connection to the research cycle
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Major highlights
• Majority of the groups identified literature curation
as main bottleneck
o Lack of IDs in publications
o Lack of PDF processing tools for: extracting data from
tables, for highlighting of entities and going from PDF to
other formats
o Retrieval of relevant articles
o Identification of novelty and inconsistencies, databases
of covering different annotation topics
o Time reviewing articles: including annotation and
creation of summaries

What functionalities would help most for your curation needs?

Other:

Curation/annotation of unpublished primary documents
Linking data from the text mining tool or the documents to the curation tool
Using biochemistry vocabulary to detect relevant articles
Enforce authors to identify species origin of bioentities
Identification most important entities mentioned in paper, check if these are curated in in other resources

Curators expressed that ID assignment to bioentities
at the publication stage would make downstream
curation more efficient
Bio-ID track aims to explore bioentity ID assignment
at the publication stage, upstream database
curation

BioCreative II.5
Protein-Protein Interaction
• Task: assign Uniprot identifiers for
interacting proteins from full text
• Participants:
– Articles from publisher (Elsevier)
– Annotations from authors,
curators, automated systems

• Results: all contributed to gold std
• Authors tended to under-annotate

Intersection of
authors’ annotations (red)
system annotations (blue)
“gold standard” (gold)

– Trouble finding UniProt identifiers for genes/proteins
– Trouble identifying the right species for
genes/proteins

Authors are not always familiar with
biological DBs or with bioinformatics tools
Leitner et al., The FEBS Letters/BioCreative II.5 Experiment: Making Biological Information
Accessible . Nature Biotechnology 28, 322–324 (2010)

Courtesy of Lynette Hirschman

Bio-ID assignment task to facilitate author’s task of
identifying correct identifiers

Outline of the session
o Thomas Lemberger will talk about the SourceData
framework, data for the task and curation practices
o Lynette Hirschman will present results from Part 1
o 2 teams will share their results
o Discussion on next steps
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